China-Arizona Cultural Day
September 24, 2016
Carson Ballroom in Old Main, ASU Tempe Campus

Welcome:
• Dr. Robert Joe Cutter, Director of ASU Confucius Institute
• Consul General Liu Jian, Consulate General of People’s Republic of China in L.A.

Remarks:
• State Senator Kimberly Yee, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce and Workforce Development

Performances by National Orchestra China and Local Performers

1. Archaic Music (The Unarmed Conqueror) • 古曲《霸王卸甲》
   Cai Jin, pipa 琵琶:蔡瑾

2. Zheng and Cello (Song of the Homebound Fishermen) • 古筝与大提琴《渔舟唱晚》
   Lei Dianyun, zheng; Jin Shaoliang, cello 古筝:雷靛云·大提琴:金少亮

3. Lusheng Solo (Train Travel to Dong Village) • 芦笙独奏《火车进侗乡》
   Song Yang, lusheng 芦笙:宋扬

4. Group Singing (Quiet Night Thoughts & It is a Small World) • 合唱《静夜思》与《世界小小》
   2nd Grade Students, Confucius Classroom at Tarwater Elementary, ASU Confucius Institute

5. Solo Singing (Xin Gui Fei Zui Jiu) • 独唱《新贵妃醉酒》
   Emrie Tomaiko, ASU

6. Jinghu Solo (Deep Night) • 京胡与乐队《夜深沉》
   Zhong Yun, jinghu; Chen Rong, jing erhu; Tong Shengyuan, Chinese red drum
   京胡·钟韵京·二胡·陈熔·中国大鼓·童生垣

7. Ensemble (Elixir of Love) • 合奏《花好月圆》
   Composer: Peng Xiwen 作曲:彭修文